SUMMARY:
Under the direct supervision of the Operations Supervisor and the general supervision of the Roads, Bridges & Vegetation Superintendent. The incumbent is responsible for performing any and all manual labor and skilled labor when required, including but not limited to grass work, tree work, bridge work and road work or other locations as assigned by the supervisor.

BASIC FUNCTIONS:
1. Must perform all routine manual and skilled labor tasks as requested by the Supervisor or Superintendent.
2. Must be able to work with basic tools such as shovels, rakes, and other hand tools along with skilled tools such as skill saws, drills, chainsaws, etc.
3. Must be willing to work extra hours when necessary.
4. Must be willing to learn to operate and use mowers, weed eaters, blowers, brush chipper, stump machine and small Jon-boat.
5. Must assist Road, Bridge and Vegetation crew when necessary during seasonal times.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
1. Must have a valid Louisiana Driver’s License.
2. Must be able to work well with crew and follow directions of the Supervisor and Superintendent.
3. Heavy lifting required (75 - 100 lbs.).
4. Must be willing to work under varying climatic conditions, including heights of 30 or more feet and tight spaces.
5. Must have the ability to learn and practice applicable safety rules and regulations.
6. Must be available to work emergency events such as Hurricanes, Ice Events or any other situation deemed necessary by Administration.

EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE:
1. High school diploma or equal preferred.
2. Must be able to read and write sufficiently to understand and carry out basic instructions.